Additional Considerations, by Component Area

American History

- **Written Communication:** Ensure there is enough written work provided to adequately be scored using the written communication rubric. There needs to be at least a complete paragraph.

Communication

- **Personal Responsibility:** Topic selection is incredibly important to capture the skills articulated in the rubric. Choose an assignment which provides an opportunity to be scored for this objective.
- **Teamwork:** Administer the provided survey to all students in each group or pairing in the course. Submit them by teams or provide a roster identifying groups.

Creative Arts

- **Social Responsibility:** Topic selection is incredibly important to capture the skills articulated in the rubric. Choose an assignment which provides an opportunity to be scored for this objective.
- **Written Communication:** The rubric calls for a persuasive argument, so be sure to choose an assignment which provides an opportunity to be scored in this area.
- **Teamwork:** Provide the Teamwork rubric to all students in each group or pairing in the course and ask students to rate each individual team member in all criteria. Submit the results by teams or provide a roster identifying groups.

Language, Philosophy, & Culture

- **Personal Responsibility:** Topic selection is incredibly important to capture the skills articulated in the rubric. Choose an assignment which provides an opportunity to be scored for this objective.
- **Social Responsibility:** Topic selection is incredibly important to capture the skills articulated in the rubric. Choose an assignment which provides an opportunity to be scored for this objective.

Life & Physical Sciences

- **Empirical & Quantitative Skills:** If there are calculations involved please provide an answer key when submitting artifacts.
- **Teamwork:** Administer the provided survey to all students in each group or pairing in the course. Submit them by teams or provide a roster identifying groups.

Mathematics

- **Empirical & Quantitative Skills:** If there are calculations involved please provide an answer key when submitting artifacts.

Political Science/Government
Social & Behavioral Sciences

- *Social Responsibility*: Topic selection is incredibly important to capture the skills articulated in the rubric. Choose an assignment which provides an opportunity to be scored for this objective.